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Introduction

The education tector is integrally related and profoundly bound to poLitics_i_social
stratificatibh, CultUte and the etonomy; , This is a generalization that could be
applied to_education whereever it iS fovmd. The fulcrum of the inter-play of these

forces resides firmly _ih_educational administration._ Through educational
administration these inter71ocking factozs fashion and shape the educational_system.
Pt* variety Of WayS: in Which, education is administeted: in different countriee:is
testimony to the multitude of permutations and coffibinations of the ways in which
education, politics, sociology and economics can mutually influence nach other.

The Commonwealth,Caribbean consists of sixteen different countries, each_treasuring
ita diatinetive featureg,and jealousiof its sovereignty; :while the uniqueness of__
each country cannot be denied, the fact Of their common history, culture; language;
social and economic structure is equally incontestable. :The commonalities
sufficiently outweigh the distinctive features to make it possible to epeak of the
COmmonwealth Caribbean countries as a common grouping _or as a_region. _Tue interplay
bt politital, gocial and economic forces and their impaction education tenditolfollow
sidilar trends and pattiut:. it it therefore meaningful to attempt to: describe:in
broad and general terms the nature of the educational adMinistration in the

Common4ealth Caribbean.

The general theaia Ofithis
administration in particular,
economic forces operative in
description of the nature and
Caribbean must commence with
pOlitical and economic forcea
administration.

paper is tnat education in genera' and the educational

Political_Themec

i$ a fUnetitin Of the interplay of eocial, political and
each society. From this point of vyew therefore, any
needs of_educattona administration in_the Commonwealth
some broad descriptons of the ways_ini whioh:eocial,
have been linked to the educational system and with its

The major political themes in education in the Commonwealth Caribbean can be briefly
described as follows:

Liberation -

The aboriginal theMe:of Caribbean education has been liberation; It is also by
far the strongest and most persistent. Ita firat advocates and _benefactors were
the_poor whitee, during the slave society; Who failed to make it rich and were
virtually traoped in the West Indian colonies. Invariably,_their_more fortunate
peers had a posthumous conscience concerning this entrapment and established the
liberation policy in their Willt, :Ii4hith provided sums,of money to serve as
endowments through which schools could be ettabliShed. The expectation was that
education would be the means of redeeming the children_of the_poor whites from
the fate that had befallen their parents; The next groups to approach education
from this liberation perspective were the JewS Of Jamaica andthe brown people of
all_Caribbean countries, They fought vioeou§ly and actively for access to the
endowed schools. In order to enhance:and consolidate_such social gains as they
Nld made they, fought for and eventually were granted_their civil rights between
the last decade of the eighteen-'1 century. An integral part of the struggle for
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their civil rights was access to education in order to help them _overcome the
limitations and constraints oil their own human development conditioned by the
structures of the society.

No where is the liberation theme more clearly demonstrated then in the provision
of_mass of elementary education in 1834 for the_children of ex!-slaves_consequent
upon the abolition: of slavery; The general expectation of theislaves_and their
supporters was that they-, through:educationwould be able:to achieve their:hopes
and aspirations like all other disadvantaged groups had done before. In latter
years the more recent immigrant groups of Chinesei Indians, Syrians and Lebanese,
have all used the education system in similar ways.

At first the liberation theme was so :diametrically opposite to the focus of
Caribbean societies that it could not be accommodated in the official policie$
and provisions of the state. It ts not accidental therefore, that education was
provided_ by_ charitable__organizations amd___the_church_ before it became_ ths
responsibility of the state. Given the history of slavery and colonialism in the
Caribbean it is _not surprising that the liberation theme,should be both strong
and deep rooted historically. It is the theme that all disadvantaged groups in
the society's history have used in their struggles to break the shackles of
restrainti_constraint and_limitations_placed on _their_human_development by the
circumstances of the society's social and economic organization.

In mo_rn times this liberation theme is manifested in the populist approach to
education Jay _current_ politioians_in _all _Caribbean__countries. The _stated
intention_of all modern day politicians:in:the Caribbean is to provide more and
better education especially for the disadvantaged groups within the society.
This has accounted_ for the remarkable consistency of domestic poljcy in which
each succeeding_ regime seeks to_improve_and build cw_the_educational_policies of
the: previous regime, To this point: in time succeeding regimes: have not
fundamentally dismantled the educational structUres and provisiol:s :Lhat it_was
bequeathed by its predecessors. The general impression given is that in fact
each political regime is stumbling over the other to do more and better for
education than the _previous regime. One_ has _ to_ understand_ _this _pattern _not_ in

terms of the enlightened educational understanding of the political directorate
but rataer in terms of the strength of the liberation theme as a vote getter
Caribbean politics.

The liberation_ themes translated into_various_policies _has traditionally been
related to, academic education oriented to external_ examinations: with
international currency. The:type of:education:sponsored by this theme is not
related to functional economic considerations but rather, to that which will
confer on the individual the greatest social_status:respect_and recognition_and
will_gain him accessito education at the :highest levels inside and outside of
Caribbean society; This is pot to say that an academic orientation is valued in
and for itself but rather, it is the type Of education which the ruling classes
within the Caribbean have accorded the highest recognition.

4
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There is no theme that has.been more consistently criticized and opposed than the
liberation theme. Its survival has not depended upon the strength of the attack but
rather, on two essential elements.

1. that if; is related to the type of education that the powerful have prescribed for
their own children, and

2. :that_ it has hall_the_weight of support_in _terms ofthe_numbers of people in the
society who look to _education as the means of changing their disadvantaged
status, in_ removing the injustices that have constrained their liveS and in
according them greater life thanceS.

b) Production -

It is the theme that has motivated participation in the educational system oy the
mass of Caribbean peoples;

The second major pOlitical theme in Caribbean education has been production. _By
the production theme one is speaking about relating educatiom to_the_economic
opportunities that_are_available_in Caribbean society and iproducing the numbers
of_ skilled persona needed, to fill,the:manpower needs :of the economy; _This
emerged as a significant theme right after the emancipation of slavery and the
establishment of mass elementary education. It has been the favourite rbeme_ot
those who command the economy.__Its rallying cry_has_been_more_technical_skills_
oriented education to fill the manpower needs :of commerce; industry_ and
agriculture. The interest groups in:the society who have been most vocal and
articulate concerning this theme historically, have been people who have
advocated it not for their own children but rather; as the theme that should
serve aa the _guiding _light_for _the children of the :masses. Thia inherent
contradiction_has always weakened the arguments presented; In large measure,_ the
mass of Caribbean sqciety who have regarded the production theme as the fall back
position. It is that which one accepts when the liberation aspirations have not
been successful.

By and:large; the: state has always been more:comfortable with polioies related to
this theme than:to the :liberation theme. However, successful implementation Of
policies related to this theme has only come in post-war developments in the
Caribbean education.

By and large; modern Caribbean governmentsihave all, embraced _this theme w!thin
the context of the development scenario. The general tenets of this approach :s
that the continued development of Caribbean economies_depend_to great extent upon
the__training _of_skiiled _technicians and agricultural workers by the school
system; The function of the school is that of supplying the manpower -needs Of
the economy. Most of the development aid to education has been justified by this
scenario. In the main, funding agencies have not provided_eid to education to
support the liberation theme but rather, the production theme.
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The focus of policies predac:ated on the production theme is the training
persons from the school system with_ marketable_skills _within the existing
Caribbean economies. By and large, it has targeted the middle and lower level
occupational tasks within the economy. The examination:emphasis is not as great,
neither is there any over7riding interest in producing individuals who have
skills at a level which would give them international currency. The major
emphasis is supplying the local manpower needs of Caribbean economies.

It_ is _interesting to note that almost every educational development planned by
thestate:using the development or production theme as its basis have had to cope
with: the influence of the liberation theme. For example. Technical High Schools
established to train technicians has increasingly focused on educating candidates
for engineering and other higher level occupational pursuits.

It is interesting to note that political regimes:When campaigning for office
usually: make promises concerning educational policies which cater to the
liberation aspirations of the mass of the populationi yet as _government,
invariablyi they develop andL implement policies_which :Ls predicated on_the basis
of the_production theme. The problem for educational administration and,
educational:administrators is the adjustment of those policies so that they cater
to some of the social demands of the major consumers of education in the society.
While the provision of education is usually based on the production theme,
participation in education by the large mass of Caribbean peoples is on the basis
of the liberation:theme. The tension:between these two perspectives are evident
at all levels of educational adMinistration of education in Ministries of
education, the liberation theme tends to dominate the institutional administration
of education in schools.

Pacification -

A third theme around which educational policies have __evolved is that of
pacification. It is not as prominent or pronounced as either the liberation Or
the production themes; Nevertheless, it is,a major theme. The pacification
theme emerged with the concern of the rul'ing classes that in the establishment_of
mass elementary education consequent upon the abolition_of slavery. _They support
elementary schools because_they perceived_education as the means to prevent the
ex.!_.slaves from taking revenge on tneir former brutal masters. The slaves society
was_matntained by coercion. :With overt coercion being:removed Officially social
peace and order had to be maintained by some other mechanism. The planter class
saw education as the mechanism which could achieve these ends.

Theamelioration measures which have fol:.owed major social upheavals in the
Ca)ibbean have always included educational reforms. For example, after the
MOrant Bay Rebellion in Jamaica in 1865,_the new_Governor, Sit John Peter Grant,
instituted major educational reforms designed to:alleviate :the concern of,the
black population about the quality of educatiun being provided them. Similarly,
after the, 1938 rints in the Caribbean, the Morin Commission of Enquiry
recommended a number of educational reforms.

Developments in-modern Caribbean soc%eties have also included the pacification
themes. For example, the introduction of free education at the secondary and
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ofi the secondary system following largely academic programmes in pretJtigious
schools. , This is notwitilstanding the various slection procedures that have been
estaolished in almost all Caribbean countrft,es. CJI the osher_hand_the_childrer of
the_ONsadvantaed_groups aKe disproportionately skewed in their representation in
technical and vocational programmes or oonversely; in programmes dealing,witr
functionally literacy offering a level of education just marginally above basic
primary ectucation.

Notwithstanding these_ Inequities in the -ocial structure and, the social
composition of the population of various types of senools; the educational system
is the malor means- of upwera social mobility for the disadvantaged groups.
Throughout the Caribbean greater opportunity is given to lower class girls than_so
lower class boys. This is related to both ohild-_rearing_practices in Caribbean
societies and also to the slectior proceiures at eleven or twelve plus;

The major broker_instltutione as far as mobility is corcerned is the high school
and the teachers' college. Teachers' college or normal schools have_e history_of
close to 15011 years_ in_ theCaribb2ah. Similarlyhicsh_ schools __can_date their
existence to just_over a hundred years. These institutions through different
mechanisms _are largely responsible for She emergence of_a ,black Middle class
within Caribbean societies. More recently, the broker role has extended to UWI
but to date, there has been little empirical analysis of the role of the
University in this regard.

Increasingly; the isociety has accorded to the school the responsibility for
allocation occupational opportunities. The examination system and the subjects
students are allowed tosis_are_ the major _mechanisms by which this role is
performed. over the last decade, there has been a smooth transfer of the
examining function _from__ Cambridge and iondon_ Universities to the Caribbean
Examination.; Council. While the exaMining bodieS may have changed the basic
relationships and mechanisms remained in tact.

b) Culture ard Socialization -

Given the fact that the educational system in the Commonwealth Caribbean_developed
during the period of British colonialism; it_ is_not surprising_that the culture
of she _school_ has_always been distinctly British._ Although theiBritish were
always a minority within Caribbean society and a small one at that, by virtue of
their position as the kiss and kin of the colonizing power their culture was
dominant in Caribbean society. As far as the school was concerned _B::itish
culture in terms of language etiquette and_ attitudes was proper; good and
respectable. All osher cultures_especially the creole cu'ture was improper, bad
and disreputable;_ Accordingly, they should be left at the gate of the school and
not brought inside. Where for example; an unfortunate child_forgot to_leave his
creole_culture at_the gate_and_brought it_into the school, such an infraction was
an appropriate reason for disciplinary action;

3ecause the privileged classes always imitated the British_overlords;_the culture
of the school_was merely_reinforcing their own efforts_to be anglocized._ As such
the school played a supporting socialization role with respect to the home. Ih
the caSe of the child from the disadvantaged groups, process and promotion

8
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of books and teaching materials, support services assistance to soor children
with the_wherewithal to attend_schooIl_ the _adequacy cd teach_ers'_salary and the
level and standard of training of the teaching force and the support for the
instruction programme, including systematic and :comprehensive supervision and
evaluation has never been met on a system-wide basis although particular schools
have achieved excellent standards.

Althounhiaome recent governments in some Caribbean countries have criedi to
reverse, the historical patterns the accumulative effegn: of centuries of neglect
cannot be readicated overnight. One unfortunate aspect is that the expectations
by some members of the political directorate and the public at large, for

spectacular improvements have been unrealistic; given_the_c_ircumstances_and_the
nature_of education itself. This has led to disillusionment even among strong
advocates of the primary 7A,education; The, spending of vast sums of money on
education over a short period of time cannot in and by itself reverse deep rooted
and entrenched patterns. This is one of the dilemmas educational administration
faces in the alloc&tion of_rewpurces to education; Can_it refuse _some of the
resources allocated to education in times of plenty? If all is accepted, can it
meet the expectations of the providers?

Bahamas and Barbados constitute interesting divergence form the general
stereotype of the delinquent state. These_ states _could_ _not be reasonably
labelled Aelinquent with respect to the provision for education; Bahamas,
however, is a: society in _which education is devalued when compared to otatus of
its currency in other Caribbean countries. The standards achieved are certainly
not commensurate with the provision and in often below that achieved in other
Caribbean states;

The usual explanations :given is that almost all stl,dents graduating _from school
are assured of reasonably remunerative employment, hence the drive and the motive
for high achievement in education to gain employment is not htere. Given_the
relatively high_standard of living in the Bahamas, this explanation appears
plausible; It is also necessary to note the relative ease with which Bahamian
can obtain visa to the United States.

The case of Bahamas seems to indicate a curvilinear type of relationshiprbetween
educational provisions and achievements and the economy; Great deficiency and
sufficiency can: produce theisame results for different reasons. :Educational
Administrators in both setting may be facing the same problems but need to

address them in entirely different ways.

Barbados contrasts both _with the stereotypes of deficiency and devaluation;
Educational standards in Barbados _are among the highest in the region and so too
is the standard of living. The_question becomeai what_makes Barbados_Aifferent
from_the_other states? Certainly the answer is not economic. Certainly the
demands and challenges to educational adminstrators are different.

In most Caribbean states times Of economic_boom are correlate& with periods in
which new_ developments take_ place in education; These can take a variety of
forms including development to expand the system and to improve quality.
COnvertely, time of economic recession correlates with period Of retrenchment in

10
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Invariably;, where adtinistratOrs receive formal training in Educational
Administration it usually comes in the context where those i_ndividuals_ are
already_ occupying_admintstrative posts:. The Catibbean hasinot yet moved to
the position where a pool of persons, trained in the, administration is crsated
within the system and, then the VatiOUS OppOrtunities arise for them to be
promoted to adtinistrative posts. This pattern of preparation of administration
is strongly biased in favout of the administratars_continuing and_Ferpetuating
the status quo. It_virtually ensures that the persons promoted are "safe". :In
other_ words; might bring about improvements but not radical:change. It also has
no mechanism in and by itself tO introduce new ideas that are not already
informing the baSiS Of OperatiOn within the system. It also_ensures_that the
persons who are promoted and _have the greatest facility in negotiating the
structure are those with some amount of commitment to that structure.

It_is_necessary to note that the transition froth school adtinittrator to national
administrator within the ministry Of EdUtatiOn tall§ fOt dertain significant
changes. :Invariably, at the School level the liberation themes in terms of
policy and practice are most strongly manifested_recause_of its closeness of
contact with parents and students. On the other hand; at the level of,the
Ministry of _Education production and the pacification, themes -invariably
dominate. The person making _the tranSitiOn frOM school administration to
national administration iS callea upon the make certain adjustments _and
accommodations in order to be able to successfully negotiate the national

administrative structure.
b) Community Leader -

The succesSful School adMinistrator in the_ACatibbean_ls_ invariably also a
community leader. His respocibilities_and activities certainly does not tease
with_the school. Although the specific type of cottunity,activity With Which the
principal is engaged varies considerably Within the Caribbean according to the
type, of cottuity in Which he is located; principals_ and head_teachers are
inVOlVed in church worki in agricultural organizations, in youth programmes;
adult education programmes; sports administration; politics; citiZenS
associations and several other typeS Of SPecific Community attivities.

This type of involVement on the part of school administrators_is most visible and
obvious where the school_ is _located _in a community with ,geographic :and
demogxaphic boundaries clearly drawn; While one is not aware Of any ireat body
of empirical research the general itpreSSiOn iS that the degree of involvement
and:quality of tOttUnity service rendered by the principal_or_ head teacher is
positively related to his effectiveness to mobilize the community in ensuring
acceptable standards of education within_ the, school. Eveh Where fOtmal
programmes of ,preparation existt for edudatiOnal adMinistratorsi_ in_ many
instances training in community leadership is not given the weight:of emphasis
commensurate With the degree to which principals have been :involved ,in
communities across the_Caribbean. The longevity,and strength Of thiS tradition
would seem to _be_ sufficient to Warrant CoMmunity leadership training as an
integral part of the preparation of educational administrators.
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